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Title Page: Brodie Hulina, seven at the time, and Oman Norquay are doing the first job of every morning, pumping floats.
Photo preceding Foreword: Slate Falls Airways DHC-2 Beaver C-FDIN makes its wing vortices visible in this patch of fog on Pelican Lake.
Photo preceding Preface: Grasshopper Aviation’s Maule N897M flies over the vivid blue pools formed by the melting Knik Glacier.
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This book is dedicated to my daughter Teale, my son Brodie,
and my wife Shannon, for their patience, encouragement,
and endless support.
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I was honoured when Rich Hulina asked me to write the foreword for “Bush Flying Captured.” I have known Rich for over
twenty years, in which time I was fortunate enough to view hundreds of his impressive photos of bush flying aircraft. From the
still images to the aerial shots, his photos continue to amaze me, and make me wish I were there.
Rich and I first met while learning to fly; we were in our late teens and enthusiastic about our flying and aviation in general. It
soon became clear that Rich had a complete fascination for anything that even resembled an airplane. After my first visit to his
childhood home in Ignace, Ontario, I soon realized that his passion for aviation outmatched that of anybody I knew, including
myself. The house was decorated with brilliant sketches, paintings and models of aircraft, which he painstakingly and lovingly
created throughout the years. His collection showcased amazing replicas of existing and historic aircraft with special attention
to the detailed paint schemes.
As Rich progressed through college and the early stages of his flying career, he continued to develop his photography skills,
and incorporated his love for airplanes in every picture. When airplane watching, he always had a sharp eye for noticing the
finer details. While I simply saw an airplane, he saw a magnificent floatplane breaking the water during lift off, trailing water
droplets behind, or the reflection of the aircraft on the glassy water just before touchdown.
Working as a bush pilot in Northern Ontario, Rich took every photo opportunity available, and captured snapshots of bush
flying aircraft in their true environment, working as they were designed to. It was not long before his photos caught the
attention of many; they were soon on the cover of numerous magazines, and publications. But it did not stop there. In the
following years, he won first place in numerous aviation photography contests, and many of his photos became published in
several Canadian aviation books, including The de Havilland in Canada Story and Air Transport in Canada. Presently, as the
owner and operator of Slate Falls Airways, based in Sioux Lookout, Ontario, Rich continues to photograph aircraft in their
element, and is constantly looking for new photo-ops, his camera always close by.
From Super Cubs to de Havilland Turbo-Otters, the photos in Bush Flying Captured are a collection of some of Rich’s best
photos, and include aircraft from all corners of Canada and Alaska. The images in this book are much more than just a
collection of pictures. They capture historic aircraft designed and built in a bygone era, resplendent in their timeless beauty,
still workhorses, fulfilling a vital function in Canada and Alaska’s unspoiled wilderness.
I have since moved on from my previous life as a bush pilot and now spend my time as an aircraft accident investigator. With
all the hustle and bustle of everyday life it is becoming clearer to me that we can forget our roots and miss the beauty that is
right in front of us. For me, every time I see a new photo from Rich in my inbox, it reminds me of why I fell in love with
bushplanes in the first place. Bush Flying Captured brings the beauty of bush flying into your living room. I am confident you
will enjoy this book for many years to come.
Ken Webster,
Regional Senior Investigator,
Transportation Safety Board of Canada
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What started out as a hobby 25 years ago, when my
parents bought me my first Kodak Disc Camera has turned
into a lifelong passion of chasing bushplanes around the
country. Initially, I wanted to capture as many float-equipped
aircraft as possible on film but instead it turned into trying to
capture them in their natural element, working!
My first images with the disc camera were pretty sad. When
shooting a departing floatplane from the shoreline, you could
hardly tell in the image I captured if it was a floatplane or just
a fast moving boat! I suppose it could have been a Norseman!
Sorry, Norseman lovers!
Eventually I built up enough courage to go to the local
water base, Ignace Airways, and asked if I could photograph
the airplanes for more practice. But even then the photographs
were pretty bad to say the least.
My father had a 35mm Mamiya camera and I begged him
to borrow it. Eventually he gave in and I could actually start
identifying the airplanes I was shooting. Then he bought a onetouch zoom lens and I was in business; he never saw his
camera again. I hung around Ignace Airways so much they
eventually gave me a job as a dockhand and I was able to
interact with these amazing machines all the time.
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I continued to shoot static aircraft until one day I asked a
pilot if he would take off coming towards me. He agreed. I
stood at the end of the breakwall and I didn’t realize what I
was getting myself into. As he back taxied the Beaver C-GZBR
several hundred feet, I was filled with excitement about the
opportunity to actually catch a floatplane in action! As I could
hear the Pratt & Whitney R 985 coming to life, I peered through
the viewfinder to witness what was unfolding before me. After
hitting the shutter only a few times I dove for the weeds as this
thunderous roar passed over me in a few short seconds. Lying
amongst the weeds with my ears still ringing and my camera
in hand, I came to the realization that I had just received one
hell of a buzz job! Instantly, I was hooked! It was a defining
moment in my photography career. (photo above)
I eventually left Ignace Airways and joined Walsten Air
Service in Kenora, Ontario as a dockhand. I probably spent
more time in the crash boat taking pictures than actually
working. My skills got better as I continued to blow pay cheque
after pay cheque on film and developing.
It was in Kenora that I met an Australian aviation
photographer named Lenn Bayliss. We spent a few days
together chasing Walsten Air and Kenora Air floatplanes
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coming and going from their bases on Lake of the Woods. I
picked his brain for tips on improving my photography skills
and we corresponded for years afterwards swapping pictures.
He was so interested in Canadian bushplanes, that he would
send me rolls of Kodachrome 64 (slide film) in exchange for
some of it returning to Australia with bushplanes on it. I thought
it was a great deal since the price of the film included
processing, so it was a win-win for me! I also realized that the
sharpness of the images increased dramatically using this type
of film.
In 1989, I headed off to Confederation College in
Thunder Bay, Ontario, and graduated two years later from the
Aviation Flight Management Program. I was now armed with
a commercial pilot’s licence and a new Canon Rebel camera
that my girlfriend Shannon gave me as a gift. After securing
my first flying job with Ignace Airways, I made sure to carry my
camera with me on just about every trip, taking the odd airto-air photo of company aircraft.
If I was lucky, I might cross paths with my good friend Rob
Reboks flying one of Rusty Myers Flying Service’s Beech 18’s.
It’s pretty crazy looking back at these dangerous situations
now, trying to fly the airplane and capture another in clear view
without including some part of the Beaver I was flying.
In the summer of 1994 Dave Beaushene, owner of Nestor
Falls Fly-In Outposts, wanted some air-to-air photos of his
Beaver and Beech. This was my first real air-to-air shoot, where
I could finally concentrate on taking the perfect picture.
On my days off and during the winter I would travel
around to aircraft maintenance facilities trying to capture as
many bushplanes on film as possible. I stayed with Ignace
Airways until the fall of 1995 then moved to Sioux Lookout,
Ontario, landing a job with Slate Falls Airways. Shannon, now
my fiance was already working at Bearskin Airlines in Sioux
Lookout and it ended up being a great move for us. I flew
several seasons on the Otter and Caravan for Slate Falls and
was given the opportunity to purchase the company in 1999.
I now had equipment available to chase many aircraft in and
around Sioux Lookout.
In 2005 I made my first trip to Alaska and was blown away
by the sheer numbers of aircraft operating in a bush flying role.
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Alaska is probably one of the few places in the world that you
can fly on tundra tires, floats and skis all in one day! What
was also incredibly amazing, were the backdrops that the
State of Alaska had to offer. Breathtaking and spectacular
don’t even begin to describe the sights one sees here. I’ve
travelled there two times since then and could probably spend
the rest of my life photographing Alaskan aircraft against their
unique backdrops.
I had been contemplating a book for years but never had
the time or money to even attempt such a project. With the
occasional slide show for family and friends this would be the
only time my massive collection would see the light of day. I
had thousands of images at my disposal so I decided I would
share them with others by going to print.
I had many issues with how to categorize the images and
struggled with this for some time. Initially I had the photos
broken down into chapters by aircraft type, but then soon
realized the off balance of my collection. I then realized that
the easiest way would be by using the chronological order of
when I took the photos.
After spending numerous nights on the computer scanning
slides and countless hours cleaning the images, I finally decided
on approximately 200 images to appear in this book. I have to
thank my friend Mike Koval who did all the initial scans as I now
realize the time involved to complete such a task.
To this day I still shoot with my trusty Canon EOS 2 film
bodies and my favourite lens, the Canon 70-200mm IS “L.” I
would highly recommend this lens for any freelance
photography. A few images were taken with Kodak print film,
followed by Kodachrome 64 film. When Kodak stopped
making Kodachrome I started using Fuji Provia 100F, which
the majority of the images were taken with. I also have a few
digital cameras, an Olympus point and shoot and a Canon
40D body which was used in a few of the images toward the
end of the book. Although we are in the day and age of digital
cameras, I still prefer film and hope they never stop making it
or I’ll be forced to convert.

This project would not have been possible without some very
important people in my life. First and foremost, to my family:
my son Brodie, daughter Teale and my loving wife Shannon,
thank you for being so patient and understanding of this life
long passion.
To my parents: Rudy and Gail Hulina, for putting the first
camera in my hands and funding my hobby for years.
To the employers who gave me the opportunity to grow as
a dockhand, pilot and photographer, Brad Greaves of
Ignace Airways and the late Tom Ivey of Walsten Air
Service. Verne Hollett of Slate Falls Airways for trusting me
to take over his company and run with it, I cannot thank
you enough.
To my staff at Slate Falls Airways, Peter Breton and Kent
Van Vliet who have been with me since day one. Matt
Cairns, who has been with me for several years flying and
ran the show while I played around in Alaska. Colin
Widmeyer, who not only wrenched and flew here but was
also my photo ship pilot on many of these air-to-air shoots.
John Hall, who spent numerous years with me flying the
Otter. To the rest of the crew that has flown for me, too
many to list but you know who you are, thank you.
To my customers past and present, thank you for making
Slate Falls Airways your first choice.
To my college buddies, Ken Webster who wrote the
foreword for the book, although we have taken different
paths in aviation we both started off in the same spot, with
a love for bush flying. Gary McClaskey, a great friend and
a big fan of my photography. Thank you for co piloting on
that flight to Yellowknife, which I will never forget!
To the king of aviation book publishing, Larry Milberry of
Canav Books, for your inspiration, time, and encouragement.

To Deborah Perdue of Illumination Graphics for helping
design the cover, as well as the daunting task of the
layout for the entire book, thank you for the incredible
finished product.
For all those I have forgotten, please forgive me in
advance. Here is a list of people who have contributed to
my success in some manner, most of them piloting my
subject aircraft: Larry Adams, Travis Adams, Tim
Armstrong, Neil Aird, George and Janet Allen, Ray Atkins,
Bob Baglow, John Bailey, Don Barends, Cam Barnes, Lenn
Bayliss, Dave Beaushene, Dwayne Bolen, Dean M
Brickson, Randy Brooks, Derek Campbell, David Clark,
Kim Clark, Phil Croucher, Peter Diemer, Bill and Beth
Downey, Rick Drury, Garth Eichel, Jonathan English, Bud
Found, Dave Friesen, Marcus Friesen, Mark Gaertner,
Andre Gagnon, Dave Glenn, Bruce Gordon, Dave
Gronfors, Jean Marie Hache, Martin Halket, Gene Halley,
Geoff Hancock, Carl Hansson, Paul Hawkins, Will Hay,
Karl Hayes, Mike Henrick, Nick Heyninck, Jay Hudson,
Jason Hyland, Harlan Inkster, Bill Jackson, Steve Jeffery,
Brad Jorgenson, John Kaartinen, Peter Kay, Matthew Keller,
Rick Kinmen, Jacob Latto, Brian Langevine, Sam Lappage,
Bob Lutz, Vic Davis, Mike McFayden, Rosanne Marra,
Karen Marks, Cam McCulloch, Ernie Nicholl, Trevor
Nicholl, Oman Norquay, Margo Owchar, Robert
Parmerter, Logan Peloso, Shane Pope, Barb Reid, Wayne
Rimmington, Rob Reboks, Josh St. Cyr, Tom Salidas, Troy
Sawyer, Jack Schofield, Les Sitar, Mark Stachowiak, Jason
Stillwaugh, Don Sundin, Paul Swancar, Ken Swartz, Andrew
Tuck, Glen Tudhope, Pat Valkenburg, Neil Walsten, Rob
Watson, Geoff Wheatstone, Elizabeth Wieben, David
Wight, Debbie and Maurice Wills, Ken Wilson, Kevin
Wingfield, and Randy Winters.
So please get a comfortable chair, grab a cup of coffee, a cold
beer or glass of wine, and join me on the journey in “Bush
Flying Captured.”
Rich Hulina
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Ignace Airways operated this former Royal Canadian Air Force Beech
18 C-FXUO during the 1988-89 season and is seen here soaking up the
last rays of the day at their Ignace, Ontario base. The first Beechcraft model
18 on floats was certified in December of 1937 and was delivered to
Starratt Airways of Hudson, Ontario in 1938.
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Beech 18 C-FXUO operated with numerous NW Ontario air carriers
including Ontario Central Airlines, Green Airways, and V. Kelner before going
to Ignace Airways in April 1989. It went to Showalter’s Fly-In Service in Ear
Falls, Ontario in 1990 and continues to serve their outposts along with their
second Beech 18 C-FZNG.
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Otter CF-CBA joined Kenora Air Service in 1982 and is seen here on Lake of
the Woods. David Clark was returning from a trip and decided to join us for a
little fishing.
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Tim Armstrong gets Walsten Air’s Beaver C-FMAQ up on step as he departs
Lake of the Woods in Kenora, Ontario. MAQ served with the Manitoba
Government, Nipawin Air Services and Parsons Airways before joining
Walsten Air Service in 1987.
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C-GZBR, a former USAF Beaver now
operated by Ignace Airways, was one
of over 900 Beavers delivered to the
US military. ZBR was the 1272nd of
1692 Beavers built and is seen here
in this staged photo on Agimac Lake,
Ignace, Ontario.
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Noorduyn Norseman C-FGSR is seen here when it served Stewart Lake
Airways of Vermilion Bay, Ontario. This Norseman was originally
delivered to Canadian Forest Products in Vancouver, B.C. and then
served with Austin Airways, Wheeler Airlines, Sabourin Lake Airways,
and Bearskin Lake Airlines to name a few. In 2011, it is still earning its
keep with Huron Air & Outfitters of Armstrong, Ontario.

Morning Reflections at
Ignace Airways.
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Otters C-FAPR & C-GOFF in this great sunset shot. APR is still serving
Ignace Airways while OFF crashed in 2007 near Jellicoe, Ontario.

Facing page: Randy Winters of Ignace Airways heads out
in Otter C-FAPR in this early morning shot. APR once
served with the Norwegian Air Force before joining
Norway’s oldest airline, Wideroe, which began service in
1934. It carried the registration LN-MNN and served
them for four years before returning to Canada. In 2011
it continued to operate hauling tourists from Ignace to
fishing outposts with its original P & W R1340 engine.
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Kent Van Vliet brings Ignace Airways’ Beaver CFOBV in close for my camera. It was the 5th
Beaver built and was originally delivered to the
Ontario Provincial Air Service. It is seen here still
wearing the paint scheme of its former owner, Air
Dale of Sault Ste. Marie, Ontario.
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This Noorduyn Norseman, C-FFUU of
Birch Lake Lodge, originally served the
Royal Canadian Air Force for five years
starting in 1942. It had served numerous
operators in the Northwest Territories since
then. It is seen on Osaquan Lake west
of Ignace, Ontario at Northland Aircraft
Services maintenance base.

Sioux Lookout Fly-In Camps Noorduyn
Norseman CF-GUE appeared on the
Matchbox plastic model kit cover as art
when it served with Northway Aviation of
Arnes, Manitoba. GUE moved on to L & M
Outposts where it was hired to star in the
movie “Grey Owl” with Pierce Brosnon. In
1999 it became N225BL and went to
Alaska for Ingram’s Air.
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Hip waders were standard equipment during hunting season which gave
me a better angle of Ignace Airways’ Beaver C-GZBR on Cottle Lake in
NW Ontario.
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Known as Norseman
Capital of the World, Red
Lake, Ontario hosts an
annual festival in honour
of this old workhorse. CFDRD taxied across
Howey Bay from Red
Lake Seaplane Service
under its own power
before being lifted to its
final resting place in
Norseman Park.
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Beaver C-FMDB served in the US Army before joining Nestor Falls Fly In
Outposts. It is seen here on Sabaskong Lake using straight skis and is still
operating with Nestor Falls in 2011.
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Rob Reboks gets Rusty Myers Flying Service’s Twin Beech C-FERM going from
Ignace in this great action shot. ERM served with the Royal Canadian Air
Force and joined Rusty Myers in 1967 and is still registered to them in 2011.
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Originally known as Slate Falls Trading, Slate Falls Airways was formed in
1955 by Gorden Norell and Arnold Hunt. Starting with two Piper Cubs it
grew into a host of aircraft including Cessna 180s, Piper Aztecs, Beavers,
Beech 18’s, a Twin Otter and a DC-3. Still going strong, Slate Falls’ Cessna
206 C-GPCR and Beaver C-FDIN sit amongst the ice at Frog Rapids trying to
get a jump on the float season in this late April 1994 shot.
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Ignace Airways’ Beaver C-FOBV on Cottle Lake
during the annual moose hunt.
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Ignace Airways’ Cessna 180 C-FNWA and Beaver C-FOBV heading for
Metionga Lake. C-FNWA holds a special place as it was the first airplane I
flew commercially back in 1991.

Facing page: John Bailey gives me the thumbs up in Rusty
Myers Flying Service’s Beaver C-FOBT. It was the third
aircraft off the line leaving the Downsview, Ontario factory
in 1948.
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In this March 1994 shot Rusty Myers Flying Service’s
Cessna 185 C-GGNL and Beaver C-FOBY sit on
Rainy Lake awaiting their next charters.

de Havilland Otters C-FKLC, C-GMDG, and CGUTL wait for open water during their winter stay at
Lakeland Aviation in Fort Frances, Ontario.
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This 1948 DHC-2 Beaver joined Rusty
Myers Flying Service in 1975 after serving
the Ontario Provincial Air Service. It still
operates with Rusty Myers in 2011.

Another former US Army Beaver C-GIKN
was imported to Canada in 1982 and
registered to Ross Air shortly after where it
served until 1999. It is seen here at Rollie
Hammerstedt’s Redditt Aviation receiving its
regular winter maintenance.
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Twin Beech CF-WWV on the go with Nestor Falls Fly-In Outposts just after it
joined them in 1994. Prior to arriving in Nestor Falls it served numerous
operators in Yellowknife, Northwest Territories from 1967. It was for sale on
barnstormers.com in 2010 and went back to Yellowknife in 2011 being
operated privately.
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Osnaburgh Airways Otter C-FCZO was originally delivered to Canadian
Pacific Airlines in 1955. It is seen here in Sioux Lookout, Ontario in 1996 and
is still going strong in 2011.
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Piper J-3 Cub C-FMBQ tied down for the night with a late evening
thunderstorm looming close by. Rudy Hulina has owned this aircraft since
1983 using it primarily for recreational fishing.
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Slate Falls Airways’ Otter C-FNWX was used by
de Havilland Aircraft Canada Company as their
demonstrator before joining Austin Airways in
1978. Ignace Airways operated it between
1980 and 1987 when it crashed in Armstrong,
Ontario. In 1992 it joined Slate Falls and can be
seen here with Peter Breton doing a routine
engine inspection.
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A common de Havilland Otter problem, often heavily loaded and well
overworked, cylinders fail on the Pratt & Whitney R1340 engine, as seen here
in this oily mess!
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Wing and engine covers are a must during winter months to keep snow and
ice from the wings. Matt Air’s Otter C-FODL and Cessna 185 C-GOTD are
seen here all bundled up keeping warm for their morning missions.
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Slate Falls Airways’ Beaver C-FDIN sits
on Lac Seul in NW Ontario with one of the
earliest modes of transportation tied to
the side.

This former US Army DHC-2 Beaver CGMGV served numerous Manitoba
operators. It’s seen here earning it’s keep
with L & M Outposts of Emo, Ontario in this
May 1996 shot.
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Beaver C-GUOY appeared on the cover
of Sean Rossiter’s book “The Immortal
Beaver,” and is seen here at the entrance
of the Victoria Conference Centre during
the de Havilland Out of Production
Conference, Victoria B.C.
October 18, 1997.

Seen here arriving in Victoria’s Inner
Harbour, Twin Otter C-GCGW was leased
by Harbour Air during the summer of 1998
before it went to Sun Express in the Maldives.
CGW ended up with Trans Maldivian Airways
as 8Q-TMC and struck a seawall in May
2004. In 2011 it was back in Canada with
Viking Air as C-FDHT.
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Before joining Slate Falls Airways in 1996, the 212th Cessna 208 Caravan
C-GSFA was operated in the Maldives as 8Q-MAT. In this shot it is arriving
with a splash on this melting ice runway in Sioux Lookout, Ontario.
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Harbour Air’s Twin Otter C-GKBX sits in
Vancouver’s Coal Harbour as a line of
cloud partially covers North Vancouver.
In 2001 it joined Maldivian Air Taxi
as 8Q-MAP.

Kenn Borek began operations in 1970
supporting oil exploration in the Canadian
Arctic. They currently operate 42 Twin Otters,
one of the largest Twin Otter fleets in the
world. One of Kenn Borek’s DHC-6’s, CGKBG, departs the Victoria Harbour and is
still registered to them in 2011.
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Slate Falls’ Otter gets a lift in this fall shot. Low water levels restricted the
installation of the aircrafts beaching gear so outside help was brought in.

Freshly painted by Allen Airways, Knobby’s
Fly-Ins’ Beaver C-GFDS is seen here with
Jason Hyland at the controls. Imported to
Canada in 1977 it served Calm Air before
joining Knobby’s.
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Larry Adams of L & M Outposts purchased Beech 18 N4858V in August of
1997 for $150,000US. After being ferried from Traverse City, Michigan it
went through an extensive rebuild by Eagle Aviation of Sioux Lookout. On
June 14, 1999 it was airborne again as C-GESW and can be seen here with
Travis Adams at the controls.

Facing page: Quebec Government CL-215T’s & CL-215’s
overnight on the Sioux Lookout ramp before heading out
West to fight fires. C-FAWQ (239), C-FASE (238), C-FTXJ
(230), and C-FTXK (231) make up this impressive July
1999 tanker line.
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Turbo Beaver C-GDCN of True North
Outfitters is seen here in the evening light
departing Sioux Lookout, Ontario for its
home base in Emo, Ontario. DCN was one
of the original Turbo Beavers that went to
the Ontario Provincial Air Service,
registered as CF-OEP.

Waiting for spring at Rusty Myers’ Fort Frances
base on Rainy Lake. C-FTBD operated for
two seasons there before it headed off to Red
Lake Airways and Dax Air. In 2009 TBD
went to Pouce Coupe, B.C. and is now
owned privately.
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Neil Walsten’s CF-FOX winters at Northland Aircraft Service in Ignace after
a complete rebuild by Gord Hughes. Manufactured in 1938, FOX originally
went to the United States but returned to Canada in 1947 with Muskoka
Air Trails.
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Two Wichita Wonders at play! In one of the most unique formations I’ve seen,
Kent Van Vliet flies Slate Falls’ Caravan, while Randy Brooks pulls Cessna
Citation N57MC of Massman Construction echelon right.
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After 31 years of dormancy, the Found was back in production in 1999, this
time designated the FBA-2C1 Bush Hawk. It had some minor improvements
to the original design, the most notable being the larger 300 h.p. Lycoming
engine. Mike Henrick flies C-GDWS in this glassy water shot. DWS is now
based in Kodiak, Alaska and serves Kingfisher Air and Zachar Bay Lodge
as N777ZB.
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Troy Sawyer gets this 1954 Cessna L-19
Bird Dog C-GZVE going from Alberry Lake
SE of Sioux Lookout, Ontario. The Bird Dog
was built for the U.S. Military as an
observation airplane and was used
extensively during the Vietnam War.

Glen Tudhope and his 1965 Found Brothers
FBA-2C C-FSDC. Tudhope Air is the second
operator of SDC which was delivered new to
Starratt Airways in 1965. It was the 17th of only
27 produced before the company shut down
in 1968.
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Above and right: This 1943 Beech 18 C-FTBH sat for years as a derelict in a
field before it was resurrected to life by Rollie Hammerstedt and his crew at
Redditt Aviation. On May 11, 2002 Peter Kay of Kay Air is seen flying this
classic bushplane home to Ear Falls, Ontario.
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This DHC-3 Otter C-GMDG spent
time in Vietnam for the United
States Army. Upon returning to the
US it flew in Fairbanks, Alaska with
Frontier Flying Service as N98T then
joined Sportsmen Airways, of Fort
Frances, Ontario in 1984.

A rare pair, Jeno Paulucci’s Twin Beech N792LP leads an Italian Piaggio
P.136 Royal Gull N40022 in to the Sioux Lookout water base.
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The Ontario Ministry of Natural
Resources has operated aircraft since
1924 when they acquired 14 HS-2L
Flying boats. Tanker 276 C-GOGX is
one of nine CL- 415 waterbombers
operated by the Province of Ontario.
Carl Hansson is seen here returning
home to Dryden, Ontario during this
spring training flight.
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Lawrence Moore of Dryden, Ontario and his 1954
Cessna 180 CF-LJT sitting amongst the Pelican
Lake weeds.
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Texas Turbines of Salina, Texas offers the DHC-3 Otter an engine upgrade
using the 900 h.p. Garrett TPE 331. River Air’s C-GYKO was the 4th
conversion done and is seen here with Gene Halley at the controls north of
Minaki, Ontario.
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